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1. INTRODUCTION

ITER requires routine operation at 15MA, with a robust current rise phase. The working margins

are small (reduced operational space) compared to today’s experiments. One example is the necessity

to stay within li ~0.7-1.0 at 15MA [1]; the minimum li ~0.7 set by the ability of the poloidal field

coils to keep a divertor configuration, the maximum li ~1.0 is given by limitations of the transformer

to provide enough flat top pulse length (400s). Simulations of the ITER current rise phase need to

be validated by a coordinated set of experiments. Data from dedicated experiments in AUG and

JET are used to document the requirements for the current rise and breakdown phase in ITER. The

results obtained provide input to scenario simulation codes, used to predict the current rise phase

for ITER [2]. The focus here is on breakdown phase and control of li  during the current rise phase,

not only to stay within the planned ITER hardware limitations, but to provide a range of target q-

profiles for the burn phase, and target plasmas for advanced scenarios.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Scaled down (Fig.1) from ITER (resistivity~Te
3/2a2), current rise studies at q95 = 3 in AUG operated

at 1.0MA/1.7T reaching full current in 1.0s-1.2s. JET operated at 2.7MA/2.4T, with a rise phase

variable from 6s to 10s. Both devices used low voltage (0.2-0.3V/m) during the plasma initiation

phase (section 4). Preliminary experiments at JET duplicated an (earlier) ITER proposal using a

strong aperture expansion during the limiter phase. Recently, AUG and JET developed alternatives

using full bore plasma configurations with early divertor formation (Fig.1). This provides better

control of the plasma density, Zeff and allows additional heating for a significant part of the rise

phase. The temperature of the current rise plasma was varied by applying NBI or ECRH heating at

AUG. ICRF, LHCD or NBI heating was used at JET. In all cases the heating was applied after X-

point formation. In addition, current rise discharges to q95 = 4 were developed to document the

requirements for preforming the current density profile in the hybrid scenario for ITER.

3. RESULTS

Both AUG and JET show that low plasma inductance can only be achieved with a full bore limiter

phase and diverting as early as possible. Three ohmic discharges at JET are compared with different

plasma size during the limiter phase, and different timing of the X-point formation (Fig.2). The

discharges (e.g. Pulse No: 72467) with maximum aperture during the limiter phase and early X-point

formation readily achieve low li during the first part of the current rise phase, having hollow temperature

profiles. Moreover, for all experiments described below, JET and AUG showed excellent reproducibility

of the full bore limiter, early X-point scenario. Using this scheme, the density was varied in ohmic

conditions from very low density (<ne>/nGW~0.2) to intermediate density (<ne>/nGW~0.4) in JET.

These discharges show no variation of li as the Zeff reduces from 1.6 to 1.2 respectively, while <Te>

decreases by 25%, leading to similar plasma resistivity. Only when the density is further increased to

(<ne>/nGW~0.6), as performed at AUG, Zeff remains constant and <Te> decreases with <ne>, leading
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to higher li. For ohmic discharges, the Ip ramp rate was varied in JET from 0.36MA/s to 0.19MA/s,

giving a variation of li =0.83-1.03. AUG varied dIp/dt from 0.92MA/s to 0.66MA/s giving li = 0.82-

0.96. Without heating during the flat top, li is observed to increase rapidly, implying that ITER will

have to start heating to burn immediately after reaching 15MA. The type and level of heating during

the current rise phase was varied in a large number of discharges. First, heating during the limiter

phase is not effective (no change in li) as this gives a significant increase of Zeff to 3-4, while Zeff ~ 2

in divertor configuration. At AUG, NBI was used with on-axis and off axis injection up to 5MW,

ECRH was used at 0.5MW. At JET, both on axis (3-5MW) and off-axis (3-6MW) ICRH was used.

The off-axis ICRF heated cases giving large increase of Zeff, requiring more optimisation. As well,

LHCD was used in JET at 2.2MW and NBI at somewhat higher density to allow injection at various

power levels (3MW to 10MW). From both experiments, a clear result is that the electron temperature

during the current rise determines the current diffusion with the capability of varying li significantly

(0.68-0.97) at fixed dIp/dt (Figs. 3a, 3b). Code simulations show that the heating effect on li dominates

over any current drive effect from either NBI or LHCD. For example, off-axis NBI heating at AUG

gives lower li (0.80) compared to central NBI (0.84) in L-mode conditions. With the range of heating

power available, transitions to H-mode are observed both in AUG and JET, giving access to reversed

q-profiles, with li =0.68-0.75. Hence, control of li by additional heating was developed at JET, and

applied in scenarios with a current rise to q95 = 4 (2MA hybrid discharges). Control was demonstrated

with either ICRH or NBI. Requesting li = 0.8, a target q-profile with q(0) just above 1 at the start of the

flat top was produced (Fig.4) requiring modest heating powers (ICRH~3MW, NBI~5MW). The (shape

of the) q-profile of the target plasma is key for high performance hybrid discharges [2]. Moreover,

these experiments show that at even lower Ip with q95 near 5, central q values near 2 can be produced

in an ITER like current rise. This would be required as a target for advanced scenarios with the aim of

producing Q~5 in full steady state conditions.

4. PLASMA INITIATION PHASE

AUG and JET also tested low voltage plasma initiation (breakdown). AUG, typically starts the

plasma at E~0.8V/m, and JET at E~0.7V/m using resistor switches in the ohmic heating circuits.

Switch-less operation is a new development for AUG, achieving E~0.25V/m. For JET switch-less

operation was re-optimised giving E = 0.18-0.32V/m. In comparison, ITER plans to use 0.32V/m.

At E~0.25V/m, AUG must use ECRH for pre-ionisation at either 2nd harmonic X-mode (105GHz

at 1.7T, 140GHz at 2.3T) or fundamental O-mode (105GHz at 3.2T). The resonance of ECRH was

positioned on the high field side, making 105GHz at 3.2T similar to using 170GHz at 5.2-5.3T in

ITER. JET used LHCD to assist breakdown down to E = 0.18V/m, ohmic breakdown was achieved

down to E = 0.23V/m. Using low voltage schemes, breakdown was still achievable after high current

(q95 = 3) disruptions. Both experiments optimised the stray fields at breakdown using multiple

poloidal field coils, similar to configurations used in superconducting tokamaks like ITER or KSTAR

for maximising the available loop voltage.
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Important for the current rise studies is that at low voltage the initial current rise is slow (Fig.5), with

full control over the current rise rate by the transformer voltage in contrast to the high voltage breakdown

cases with resistor switches where Ip rapidly rises to 300kA (AUG) or 500kA-800kA (JET).

INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS

These experiments are supported by interpretation and simulation of the discharges with the transport

codes CRONOS and JETTO. The experimental profiles of an ohmic current rise at JET were taken.

Employing both scenario codes in a predictive mode, the evolution of the current density profile

was calculated, showing good agreement with the experimental observations. Similar studies have

been started for AUG. Details of the interpretation of the results and predictions for ITER can be

found in [1]. The breakdown and current rise studies in AUG and JET show great similarity and

provide confidence in the experimental approach used. The results from the two devices will be

used in a step-ladder approach in predicting the results to ITER. The main conclusions from these

experiments is that (1) low voltage breakdown works reliably at AUG using ECRH at JET ohmic or

LHCD assisted, (2) ITER should use full bore plasmas just after plasma initiation with X-point

formation as early as possible, (3) additional heating during the current rise is required and (4)

control of li with the heating systems is possible. In ITER, this would allow to provide different

target plasmas for the burn phase at q95 = 3 and advanced scenarios at q95 = 4 and q95 = 5.
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Figure 1: The current rise scenario used in the dedicated
experiments.
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Figure 3(a): AUG (dIp 
/dt=0.66MA/s): Change of li with

heating during the current rise, using CLISTE values
without MSE data. L - and H-mode shots indicated.

Figure 3(b): JET (dIp 
/dt=0.28MA/s): Variation of li with

heating during the current rise, showing EFIT values of
li without MSE data.
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Figure 6: JET (dIp
 
/dt=0.36MA/s): CRONOS, JETTO simulations.

Figure 5: Low voltage (E~0.25V/m) plasma initiation at AUG and JET. Dα indicates plasma formation. Dashed lines
(Ip) give reference cases at higher voltage.
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